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Single-Subject Designs and Practice-
Based Research in Palliative Care:
A Letter to the Editor
Dear Dr. Portenoy,
Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) have advanced

pain and symptom management in the context of
chronic illnesses and are regarded as the ideal designs
to guard against threats to internal validity. These de-
signs also enable researchers to obtain unbiased esti-
mates of intervention effects compared to control
conditions. However, overreliance on RCTs may stifle
research progress if resources are limited, clinically
meaningful differences are small, or participants
differ from those who do not consent, are excluded,
or leave the study before completion.1

The RCT’s challenges are compounded in palliative
medicine when patient resources are depleted and
personnel are strained. In one trial, the senior author
succeeded in enrolling only 0.3% of patients ap-
proached. In other trial, Van Scheppingen (2014) esti-
mated that 17 person-hours were required to recruit
each patient into a supportive oncology study.2 If RCTs
are not feasible or have not been conducted to inform
practice, an alternative but complementary approach
is to conduct practice-based research. It is argued that
single-subject research designs (SSRDs) are viable but
underutilized tools for treatment outcome research in
palliative medicine.3 Whereas the RCT seeks to answer
Which treatment is better for subjects on average?,
SSRDs seek to answer Does this treatment work for this
particular individual in this particular situation?
Therefore, the SSRDs have substantial potential for
advancing personalized medicine in palliative care.4

SSRDs have been applied to common sources of
suffering seen in palliative care and are applicable to
the investigation of medical illnesses. SSRDs and
related small-n designs have played pivotal roles in
elucidating principles of behavior and behavioral
pharmacology, and for testing interventions for anxi-
ety, pain, conditioned nausea, and blood pressure.4e6

SSRDS have also been used to study interventions for
agitation, and cognitive problems related to neurocog-
nitive disorders.7 Despite the clear applicability to
problems of pain and symptom management, these
designs are not routinely implemented in palliative
care research and practice.3,4

Kazdin outlined the essential features of SSRDs
including repeated assessment of behavior, establish-
ment of within-subject control conditions, and stability
in the behavior of interest.8 Whereas group designs
use pre, post, and follow-up assessments, SSRDs assess
behavior in a continuous fashion over minutes, days,
and weeks. Experimental control is established within
the subject, typically with a baseline assessment phase
(A) that is collected before the intervention is applied
(B). Mean differences, variation, and slope of
behavior are compared across conditions. Data are
typically analyzed with visual inspection, but statistical
methods can help mitigate biased interpretation.

The components of SSRDs can be configured in
plethora of ways. Figure 1 depicts hypothetical data
to illustrate several of these designs. Figure 1a is an
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Fig. 1. a) Hypothetical data for minutes spent walking across days during baseline (filled circles) and activity pacing (open
circles) conditions. b) Hypothetical data for percentage of observations involving patient agitation across days during baseline
(filled circles), mindfulness practice (open circles), and volunteer visitation (open triangles), where mindfulness practice and
volunteer visitation alternated daily. c) Hypothetical data for percentage of observations involving patient agitation across days
during baseline (filled circles), mindfulness practice (open circles), and mindfulness practice þ volunteer visits (open
triangles).
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A-B-A-B or reversal design with hypothesized data for a
patient with joint pain partially attributed to use of
aromatase inhibitors. The baseline phase (A) charac-
terizes a boom-and-bust activity pattern common in
the context of chronic pain where sudden increases
in physical activity are followed by increased pain
and downtime. The intervention phase (B) introduces
activity pacing where the patient is encouraged
to gradually increase walking, but to stop before
walking causes more than minimal pain. The patient
also has a brief call with her nurse on Mondays and
Thursdays for accountability and encouragement.
Minutes walking stabilizes near the patient’s walking
goal during the final week of the intervention. The
decision is made to remove the phone calls. The
walking goal is maintained for several days after the
phone calls stop (return to baseline), but without
the accountability the boom-and-bust pattern returns.
Both greater degrees of variation and downward
slopes are evident during the baseline phases. By com-
parison, walking is more consistent and has an upward
slope during the intervention phases.

Within the RCT framework, random assignment
and control conditions guard against threats to inter-
nal validity (maturation, history). SSRDs guard against
threats to internal validity of the cause-effect relation-
ship through replication within or across subjects. Re-
turning to the example data above in Figure 1a, it is
possible that the upward trend in minutes walking
beginning at Day 8 could be explained by history ef-
fects. For example, a pleasant change in weather or
augmented medication regimen could increase activ-
ity. However, the argument for history effects becomes
less plausible because walking systemically changes
with the removal and replication of the intervention.

In many cases, it is not feasible or ethical to remove
a treatment (e.g., patient learned a new symptom
management skill and is unlikely to forget it). A mul-
tiple baseline designdwhich has some similarities to
the waitlist control group designdcan be used as an
alternative. In this SSRD, several participants are
exposed to an A-B design. The first patient to achieve
a stable baseline receives the intervention, while
others continue in the baseline condition. Patients
are included in the intervention in successive fashion.
Concerns for history effects and other threats are miti-
gated when change occurs during interventions that
are introduced after varying baseline intervals, rather
than simultaneously. A caveat is that this design moves
in the direction group-based designs, makes inference
about group level effects, and may be less feasible in
routine clinical practice when several baselines must
be synchronized across patients.
In practice, multiple palliative interventions are

delivered in close proximity creating difficulty in
isolating the effective components of treatment. In
the alternating treatments design, a baseline is
collected before treatments are alternated and pitted
against one another. Figure 1b depicts hypothesized
frequency of agitated behavior by a patient with end-
stage renal disease. Agitated behavior increases over
baseline. Two competing hypotheses are that 1) the
patient is not managing stress well and would benefit
from mindfulness and 2) separation anxiety is trig-
gering panic, and the patient would benefit from com-
pany from a volunteer. Both interventions are
delivered, alternating each day. Eventually, the data
from the two conditions diverge and it is decided that
volunteer visits are more beneficial. Figure 1c depicts
an alternative approach where mindfulness is added
first (B) and maintained with the inclusion of daily
visits from a hospice volunteer (B þ C).

Barriers and Benefits of SSRD Implementation

SSRDs are particularly beneficial for chronic condi-
tions where one size does not fit all.4 In our experi-
ence, chronic symptoms and poor response to
general treatment are precisely why patients are
referred for palliative care. The primary barriers to im-
plementation of SSRDs may be lack of expertise and
misconceptions among clinicians, educators, and re-
viewers. For example, SSRDs are perceived by some cli-
nicians as too time intensive.1,4 However, inefficiencies
in current practice occur when trial-and-error symptom
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management is implemented by one or more clini-
cians. The time for implementation of SSRDs is ripe
as clinicians are already formulating causal hypotheses
about the treatments they deliver, and patient-reported
outcomes are being tracked through self-report as part
of distress screening programs. In the clinic, SSRDs fos-
ter more intentional approach to clinical hypothesis
testing and treatment response.

SSRDs may be contraindicated when treatment
response lacks significant individual variation, and
when an acute course of symptoms precludes repeated
assessment of symptoms or behaviors. SSRDs are also
impractical when treatment effects occur after
significant latencies because the causal lags become
increasingly difficult to discern from history effects
and other confounds. A similar concern arises when
treatment effects are slow to washout (e.g., learning
from behavior therapy, effects of SSRIs). In this case,
reversal designs that remove the treatment, or alter-
nating treatment designs that rotate them, are un-
likely to yield clear functional relationships between
treatment and outcome.

A final benefit to consider is the sense of compas-
sion satisfaction clinicians experience when seeing
positiveresponse to treatment. Similar to psychother-
apy practice, palliative medicine may be difficult to
learn from because many processes are in flux, and
secondary loss may overshadow the fulfilling aspects
of work. SSRDs have the potential to highlight the
times where ‘‘unfixable’’ chronic conditions get sys-
tematically better, albeit sometimes in small or
context-dependent ways.

Sincerely,
James Gerhart, PhD
Department of Psychology
Central Michigan University
Mt. Pleasant, Michigan
USA
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Difference in Opinions About
Continuous Deep Sedation Among
Cancer Patients, Bereaved Families,
and Physicians
To the Editor
Despite recent advances in palliative medicine,

some symptoms are refractory to intensive palliative
care, and then palliative sedation therapy is sometimes
performed.1,2 Continuous deep sedation (CDS) until
death is regarded as one type of palliative sedation
therapy, and it has recently become a focus of intense
debate.3e8 Although dying in one’s sleep is regarded
as one type of good death in some cultures,9 CDS
may be labeled as a continuum of euthanasia, espe-
cially when performed for patients with relatively
longer predicted survival.3e8,10 Few empirical studies
have been performed on what CDS means for patients
and families themselves.10 Comparing insights from
patients and bereaved families with those from health
care professionals is valuable. The primary aim of this
study was to make rough comparisons of opinions
about CDS among patients with cancer, bereaved fam-
ilies, home physicians, and palliative care specialists.
Subjects and Methods

A total of four questionnaire surveys were per-
formed from August 2016 to February 2018 in Japan.
The Institutional Review Board of the Seirei Mikata-
hara General Hospital approved the ethical and
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